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We explore the typology of truncation patterns by proposing a set of violable constraints targeting the typical
properties of truncation and then studying the interaction of the proposed constraints in an
optimality-theoretic framework.
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We propose constraints which are responsible for these properties, integrate them into the frame of
Generalized Template Theory (McCarthy&Prince 1999) and then study the patterns predicted by the factorial
typology of the proposed constraint set. We then compare the languages thus predicted with our database of
88 truncation patterns.
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We find that constraint interaction predicts truncation patterns which are atemplatic, doubly anchored or copy
submaximally, while still preserving other characteristic properties of truncation. In our database, we do find
truncation patterns of this type, where the various constraints shaping truncation are violated minimally.
However, we do not find non predicted patterns such as e.g. truncation templates consisting of three syllables,
thus confirming the proposed constraint set.
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As typical properties of truncation patterns (Patricia-Pat, Patricia-Tricia) we observe:
• templatic shapes: the generation of truncation morphemes of one or two syllables;
• anchoring: preservation of prominent positions of the base in the truncation morpheme (typically the first
or the stressed syllable);
• maximality: by default maximal copying of the base material into the truncation morpheme.
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